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A Word of Introduction

I’ve been a Christian as long as I can recall. Well, actually I’ve been around 
the church for as long as I recall. God zeroed in on my need for faith alone in 
Jesus back when I was around 12 years old. He seized my attention of my 
need for His freedom that He can only provide as I battled with a 
pornography addiction. Through my first few years of serving as a pastor, 
God gripped my heart with the need to repent from hypocrisy and see my 
desperate need for His glorious gospel everyday of my life. Lately, I’m 

learning my need to thirst for time with God… to truly abide with Jesus and 
walk by the Spirit.


Through all the stuff God keeps teaching me, there is one thing that rises 
above as a common thread. Looking back at my church background, it’s 
vividly apparent that the American church struggles to live as Jesus taught us. 
And the problem is not just some distant church’s problem, it is my problem 

too. I contribute to the problem when I replace my relationship with Jesus 
with duty-driven, busy religion. I contribute to the problem when I replace the 
sacrificial mission Jesus calls us to with my own comfort zone lifestyle. I 
contribute to the problem when I replace boldness in proclaiming His 
goodness with laziness and self-centered pleasure.


Now, we’re all imperfect and still struggle with our own selfish desires as we 
grow throughout our Christian journey. The problem is that when we all allow 

things to chip away at the mission of Jesus, then the overall mission of Jesus 
suffers. In the wondrous mystery of God, He continues unfolding His 
sovereign plan for the nations. However, we often miss out on being an 
integral part in His salvation plan. Psalm 97:3 and 108:5 both declare that 
glory belongs to God among the nations. Thus, what is at stake in the 
mission is the glory due God’s name. We carry with us the wondrous privilege 
of spreading our Redeemer God’s fame as we live out our central calling… His 
mission.


A Penetrating Question


Wherever you find yourself, enter this brief study with the penetrating 
question, “How am I spreading His fame through my involvement in His 
mission? or, How am I ascribing glory to our great God?”
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When the psalmist wrote that we are to ascribe glory to God, he meant that 
we as God’s children are to give/attribute worth and worship to our great 
God. When the apostle John wrote, “we love Him because He first loved us” (1 
John 4:19) and when Jesus said that “you who love me will keep my 
commandments” (John 14:15), Jesus’ mission at hand became an extension of 
love and worship. We ascribe glory/worship to our great God through our 
intentional involvement in His mission.


So wherever you find yourself, regardless of your church background or even 
your level of struggle with church, please allow the Holy Spirit to rivet you 
with the amazing miracle of your own redemption. Allow the Spirit to show 

you the greatness of God. Allow the Spirit to break your heart over the needs 
of countless others in our world who still need to trust in Jesus as their 
Savior. Allow the Spirit to connect your adoration of our Almighty God with 
your passion for Jesus’ mission. Then your involvement in the mission of 
Jesus loses any drudgery or mere religious fervor and instead becomes a 
joyful extension of worship.


The Unseen


When we deal with the actual mission at hand, the tragic reality is that many 
people in need of our Savior remain unseen in our world. Often the ones held 
captive in their sin are either enslaved to an addiction, stuck in a homeless 
situation, bound in a prison due to life choice consequences, or in some 
relational hopeless predicament. The common thread with all these is that 
they are typically the fringe of society. In fact, even general society often 
overlooks people in these scenarios and doesn’t know how to help. As a 
sidenote, sin’s brokenness affects all of us, and therefore we all stand in need 
of Jesus. But for our purpose here, I’d like to highlight this part of our 
communities (and world) that are often left unseen by both society and the 
church alike. Yet when we look at the focus of Jesus, He narrows His focus to 
this exact crowd… those left overlooked and unseen by most people.
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A Word about the Film “Unseen”


It is this mission to make the unseen seen with the love of God that drives 
this study and corresponding videos. In the winter and spring of 2018 the 
ministry, Ascribe Glory, was asked to produce a film highlighting local 
ministries doing this Gospel work among the unseen in our area. Several of 
us worked over a few months to portray a fictitious story based on a 
compilation of true mission work from our Soldonta-Kenai community.


I live in the beautiful state of Alaska in a town called Soldotna. Fishing, 
hunting, hiking, camping, winter-sports, summer fun, mountains, the beach… 

we have it all within reach of our little community. In fact, Soldotna’s 
population bulges each year with thousands of tourists eager to experience 
part of this Last Frontier beauty for themselves. Yet behind the veneer of all 
this natural beauty is a fractured reality of brokenness. Our state is comprised 
by typical towns dotted across a road system stretching across this massive 
land and then a couple hundred small native villages scattered across a vast 
wilderness. Both our remote villages and our road-system towns are filled 
with evidences of sin’s shackles and hopelessness. Alaska has severe 
problems with drug addiction, alcohol abuse, sexual abuse, homelessness, 
sex-trafficking, and suicide. The stark contrast of raw beauty in nature and 
popular tourism set against the grim reality of sin’s brokenness is indeed 
shocking. I firmly believe this vivid contrast really exists in almost every 
community due to sin’s universal and devastating affects. Thus, we in Alaska 
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face an epidemic of unseen souls filling our communities in dire need of 
being seen and helped.




The short film, Unseen, served to highlight a 
woman whose background in sexual brokenness 
and expected pregnancy coupled with isolation, 
hopelessness, and drug addiction led her to 
look for help. After searching for hope in the 
church, she still struggles to find the hope she 
thinks she needs. The truth is she doesn’t even 
know the kind of help she really needs. The film 

unfolds showing several area ministries 
reaching out and serving her in tangible ways. 
As relationships and trust build with this woman and those involved in these 
ministries, her eyes open to her need for Jesus and the church community. 

The film ends with the woman trying church 
again, this time with her newborn baby and 
the hope of Jesus. Our intent was to 
highlight a new local initiative by a ministry 
called “Anchor Family”, which strives to 
connect church families with those being 
ministered to in these community ministries.


Beyond this short film, God impressed me 
with the need to further challenge and 
equip believers to engage in the mission at 
hand. God loves the unseen. Jesus died for 
them… all of us. The Spirit is at work 
drawing souls to Him. Jesus left this earth 
and sent the Spirit to empower us to do the 

same works He did. We His followers today have the very presence of God 
indwelling us to be about Jesus’ mission of making the unseen seen with His 
redemptive love and message.


It doesn’t matter who you are or what you’ve done or how new you are to 
trusting Jesus for salvation. If you are a Christ-follower, His plan for you is 
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His mission period. The apostle Paul’s opening words to the Corinthian 
church emphasizes this gloriously simple point that God calls the simple/
weak/foolish to confound the “strong/mighty” in the world’s standards by 
their following Jesus. Paul explains he simply proclaimed the message of 
Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection. This is our mission too… to simply 
proclaim God’s work through Jesus.


Thank you so much for taking time to read these words and allowing them to 
guide you through your calling of being about the mission of Jesus to the 
unseen. Ultimately thank you for your desire to have the Spirit of God be your 
Guide through His holy Scriptures. We serve an incredible God worthy of all 
our worship. What a privilege we have to be called children of this God and 
be about His mission. What an incredible privilege we have to ascribe glory to 
this great God as our worship is seen in our passion to be about Jesus’ 
mission to the unseen.


For the Spread of His Fame and Ascribing Glory to God,

- Derek


Corresponding Online Videos Available:

ascribeglory.com
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SESSION 1

WE MUST GO


Matthew16:13-19 

Jesus Promised to Build His Church


(along with with Matthew 28:18-20, Jesus Said to Go)


Online Video - Filmed on Location in Bethel, Alaska


In Matthew 28:18-20 we read what we as Christians know as the Great 
Commission where Jesus called His followers then, and us today, to go 
proclaiming the gospel and discipling/teaching people to follow Jesus. This is 
going activity. The language used is literally “as you are going.” The Gospel 
compels us to be “as you are going” and heralding this news to everyone... 
everyone needs to hear. Every person on this planet is created in God’s 
image, but sin corrupts this and actually separates us from our God. We read 
of this clearly in Genesis 1-3, Psalm 139, Romans 1, and Romans 3. 


Romans 10 explains the need for all to hear this good news of redemption 
and the mandate of ones to go proclaiming it. While Jesus walked the earth, 
He taught his disciples to pray diligently/earnestly for God to send out more 
workers into the harvest field of souls. This is our mission. It was the mission 
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those early followers of Jesus waited to begin in Acts 1 and began in Acts 2 
after the coming of the promised Holy Spirit.


Back in the mid-1800’s, God moved in the hearts of a group (who became 
known as the Moravians) to respond to a plea from Sheldon Jackson. Jackson 
organized a religious outreach across Alaska where various church 
denominations then spread across the state. One of these denominations he 
heard about were now known as the Moravians. The Moravians were a group 
of Christians whose church denomination became a church in the wake of 
following the martyr John Huss. Count Zinzendorf later sheltered these 
believers in Switzerland from violent persecution and they became known as 
Moravians from their past homeland in Moravia. 


These believers grew in their dedication and fervor for God and became 
known for their zeal for God and His mission. They started an around the 
clock prayer movement that lasted 100 years and birthed a massive 
missionary sending movement. Stories circulated of Moravians actually selling 
themselves into slavery to board ships bound for slave trade areas of South 
America so they could spread the gospel there. So when the opportunity and 
need about getting the gospel to the southwest part of Alaska (now known as 
the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta) came to the Moravians, they willingly and 
joyfully responded. The southwestern town of Bethel started in the fruit of 
this effort as a mission post for these evangelistic efforts. The Moravian 
church presence and more importantly the Gospel exists still there today. 
Currently the challenge is to keep the gospel going forward not as mere 
religion with a distant divinity, but as it actually is meant to be... redemption 
that rebirths a relationship with God.


Like in our short film, Unseen, there are scores of people living in our own 
state of Alaska who are still widely unseen by the world and sadly even by 
many churches and believers. Bethel, for instance, is the hub for the YK-
Delta. As our locals in Alaska know, it is a fly in only town that services many 
surrounding villages only accessible by boat, snow machine in the winter, or 
small airplane. The people who call this part of our state home are beautiful 
and carry a great cultural heritage. But, just like all cultures and peoples 
across the world, sin brings a brokenness. We see this brokenness in many 
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tragic ways across our state, including in the remote towns and villages. Loss 
of meaning in life, abuse, suicide, and things like substance addiction with 
drugs and alcohol literally cripple souls in bondage. 


The churches and followers of Jesus who fill those churches have THE answer 
to this confusion, compromise, and prison that scores of souls are trapped in. 
It’s not easy. In fact, it’s messy and time consuming. But this is the mission 
given to us as Jesus’ followers. We are to go. Who are we to go to? We are to 
go to the world, sharing with whomever will listen. Jesus called 12 normal 
guys together to this mission. He further modeled for them and taught them 

to go not to the rich, famous, and religious, but to go to the unwanted, 
unseen crowd and point them to faith in Jesus.


When Jesus asked His disciples who people said He was (Matthew 16), they 
responded with some common opinions. All these opinions revolved around 
Jesus being a past religious figure (John the Baptist, Elijah, Jeremiah, one of 
the other prophets). Jesus points his question deeper to their personal 
opinion about Him which would reveal a motivational truth for the mission. 
Peter responds with an answer that Jesus says is revealed from the Father... 
that Jesus is the very Christ, the Son of God. Jesus called these normal guys 
out with literally no credentials to be about this mission that He continued 
revealing to them even at that moment. They had already observed Jesus 
doing some miracles and hearing His teaching. At this part of the passage, 
they’re now at the northern reaches of Caesarea Philippi when Jesus asks 
about His identity, driving home a poignantly beautiful truth. In fact this truth 
was so beautiful it would serve as an impetus... a catalyst... a motivation for 
mission. He asks this question about His identity likely near an area 
commonly known for idolatry. Furthermore, there was a spot known as a 
opening to the spiritual underworld in this region of idolatry. Amidst all this 
surrounding imagery and Peter’s response about Jesus, Jesus promised He 
would build His church against the very gates of hell itself. Oh what 
confidence this instilled within the disciples as they carried out His mission. 
And oh what confidence this brings us as His followers on the same mission 
today!
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The church today needs to recall our call to GO and our motivation to do so 
KNOWING Jesus WILL build His church. We’ve got to wake up to the reality 
that the unseen are still unseen until we make them seen and go to them—
with the confidence that Jesus calls us to go with and that He will then do the 
glorious redemption work of building His church!  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Discussion


1. What missionaries do you know past or present who are an example like 
these early Moravians? What challenges you about their example?


2. Matthew 28:18 calls us to be living an “as you are going” missional 
lifestyle. How might this look for you?


3. What holds you back or conflicts with you living an “as you are going” 
missional lifestyle?


4. What is your typical motivation to God’s mission? How does Matthew 

16:13-19 change this motivation?  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SESSION 2

DRIVEN


1 Corinthians 9

The Apostle Paul’s Drive to Spread the Gospel


Online Video - Filmed on Location in Nikiski, Alaska


Something in the heart of man has always driven us to competition. The race 
stands as almost a timeless competition throughout history. The most 
prominent type of racing throughout history is the foot race. Athletes 
throughout generations gone by relentlessly trained for these great feats of 
competition. Today, all sorts of running races take place across the world and 
our own country. From marathons to 10K’s to 5K’s to sprints and track 
meets, the fun and grit of competition continues in popularity among all 
ages. Recently over the past few years, these competitive runs have taken on 
an additional form… by adding obstacles in them. Obstacle runs, mud runs, 
and a difficult combination of these are attracting a renewed interest in 
running for fun and competition. While many people are involved in these 
runs for fun, there is generally an element of competition to them as well. To 
actually have fun at a run of a decent length and especially to be somewhat 
competitive, one must train. Hours, days, and weeks of discipline in the gym, 
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on the treadmill, or just running period builds slowly over time the strength 
and endurance necessary to do one of these races.


Whether for fun or real competition, to train and finish a race in topography 
Alaska offers, one must obviously put in some serious preparation and 
training. But in addition to preparation, one MUST be driven… keeping the 
finish line in mind.


This is the scene set for us in a real life sense for the believer on God’s 
mission described by the apostle Paul in 1 Corinthians 9.


In 1 Cor. 9:24-27 Paul teaches that the mission of Jesus compels us to 
sacrifice for the sake of spreading the Gospel to the lost. Paul likens this 
intense drive of being about the mission of Jesus to the intensity of a focused 
runner looking to the prize at the finish line. Paul’s life displayed this passion 
and he seeks to convey it to the Corinthian believers as well. In the verses 
preceding his racing example he explained the drive to get the Gospel to all 
peoples, Jew and Gentile alike. That missional example shaped Paul’s 
priorities and the way he correspondingly sacrificed. He willingly adapted and 
suffered the loss of certain lifestyle choices to better position himself for 
Jesus’ mission.


This mission laid out before us by our Savior requires focus, training/
equipping, and passion/drive. Just as one must be driven to train and then 
complete a physical race, our missional focus and drive requires the same 
commitment. Really in a much more important way, our missional focus 
demands more commitment and more drive.


This mission laid out before us will require sacrifice. Jesus doesn’t call us to 
be lazy but to have passionate determination. If you’ve ever participated in a 
physical race, think about those moments in the race that fatigue sets in and 
you feel like quitting. What keeps you going? For various reasons you keep 
going out of a passionate determination to not quit. Our mission for Jesus 
requires us to remain determined and be willing to sacrifice.
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This drive that is required to be a part of the mission is so crucial for every 
Christian and every church to hold on to. It’s all because of Jesus. That’s our 
drive... He is our drive. He is why we do what we do. 


Engaging on God’s mission to the unseen of our communities obviously 
doesn’t look the same as training for a physical race, but there is training 
involved. Get in your Bible, and get to know God and His Word. 


Commune with God through prayer, and ask Him to break your heart for His 
glory, eternity, and people lost in their sin. Then, with your focus on Jesus, 
start loving people and opening your mouth about God’s love for us.


Being in the Word

Prayer


Opening Your Mouth


Through it all, stay driven, and let the Person of Jesus and His Good News 
drive you to give your all…. to give up your life abandoned for His mission. 
As you do, it’ll be a joy to you along the way as well. Really, there is a fun 
joyful experience in walking in step with God’s mission on earth. There’s 
pain, and yes it’s hard, but at the same time with the drive and goal in mind, 
it’s a blast too!  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Discussion


1. Try relating our drive for God’s mission to a physical race or competition 
in your own life. How does your commitment to physical competition 
compare to your drive to our spiritual mission?


2. How do you think Paul shifted his priorities and sacrificed for the sake of 
the mission (1 Cor. 9:19-23)? What has the Gospel mission cost you? How 

might God be driving you to sacrifice as you reorient your life/lifestyle 
around Jesus’ mission? 


3. What attacks and chips away your drive for Jesus’ mission?


4. Some of this drive isn’t just about getting out there and doing the 
mission. Some of the drive is for preparation for the mission. How are you 
prone to skip this step of being in the Word and in prayer? Why do you 
think this is and what changes do you need to make?


5. How can we emphasize the preparation step too much? What can you do 
to actually open your mouth and share the Gospel? How might this look 
for you currently?
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6. Where does your joy come from? Share how you’ve experienced God’s joy 
in His mission? Why do you think this is the case?
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SESSION 3

OUTSIDE THE CAMP


Hebrews 13

We Follow Jesus Outside Our Comfort Zone


Online Video - Filmed on Location in Kenai Mountains, Alaska


In Alaska (where we live) people love to get outdoors and enjoy the beauty of 
the mountains, lakes, rivers... all this awesome stuff put here by God to 
enjoy. In fact camping is one of our state’s big draws for visitors to get out in 
the wilderness. Often these camping trips happen as a group. A group of 
friends hanging out in the great outdoors of Alaska together... it’s an 
awesome time.


Now, as beautiful as Alaska is, to really experience its full beauty, you have to 
stretch your legs a bit and head out of camp... or even just out of your home! 
Think for a moment about a typical campground setting. There are many 
people who venture out from their homes to campgrounds. And indeed, it’s a 
blast and there is so much scenery to take in just in a place like that. But, 
when you really take the opportunity to get off the beaten path and hike into 
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the backcountry, you’re rewarded with some absolutely breathtaking scenery. 
As you put the effort in to reach some more backcountry destinations, you 
soon realize that it takes a lot of training, effort, and even risk in some ways. 
Oh, but the result of what awaits truly is worth it all.


Some won’t even get out to camp or hike period. They’d rather stay within 
the safety net of their own home. Our lives have safe zones. We all have a 
desire for comfort and ease, but there are times that we must leave the safety 
net of our comfort zone.


In Jesus’ own day on earth, the people were no different than us in this sense. 
They liked their comfort. Israel had gone through so much upheaval and 
discomfort. When Jesus came, they lived under the threat of the Roman 
Empire. Yet, for the religious leaders, they had struck a balance to this Jewish 
way of life under Rome’s influence. They grew acquainted with their comfort. 
When Jesus pushed them outside their comfort zone, they rejected Him.


And so Jesus’ teaching was not what the people expected from their long 
awaited Messiah. They in their religion thought they knew God and His 
teaching, but Jesus reveals something about following Him they had 
completely missed. With His miracles and His teaching, He sought to unearth 
a danger of becoming too comfortable in the safety net of their (and our) 
home base or comfort zones.


We learn in Hebrews 13:10-14 that Jesus went outside the camp and suffered 
on this mission. The passage continues as we are told to do the same and 
identify with our Savior in the process. The author encourages these 
Messianic Jews to persevere in their faith in Jesus and identify with Him 

through His mission. Just as the bodies of animal sacrifices were burned 
outside the camp of dwelling, Jesus likewise was crucified outside the camp—
so to speak—of the city. Jesus’ entire ministry went outside the expectations 
of the Jews as He ministered and brought salvation to an unseen and really 
avoided type of people in that day. His own death proclaimed a detestable life 
of suffering and judgment. Truly the epitome of suffering occurred on that 
cross outside the safety of the city. We are called along with these believers 
in Hebrews to bear the same reproach of our Savior as we live this life. Notice 
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verse 14 reminds us of our perspective... we have no lasting city or comfort 
zone here, but we live (on mission) for a city and eternal comfort zone to 
come!


We also learn in Luke 14:23 this importance of pursuing people outside our 
own comfort levels. Jesus tells His followers to go to the highways and 
byways and compel these people to come to His feast. The idea is to go 
along every stretch of road and find people to come to this feast of God. The 
implication is for us Jesus followers to engage by pursuing the unseen of our 
communities and compelling them to come check Jesus out.


It’s interesting that we have a built in impulse to explore this beautiful world. 
Similarly, our curiosity and courage to achieve something greater than what 
we can see aligns with the mission. What Jesus is getting at is an impulse of 
sorts... His impulse in us to put the effort in and get out there beyond our 
comfort zone (not the physical wilderness but the spiritual) and pursue our 
fellow man who is fallen in sin and desperately in need of Jesus. This requires 
the Holy Spirit’s work within us and, in the process, getting uncomfortable 
many times in our pursuit of the unseen.


So what exactly does going outside the camp on Jesus’ mission look like? It 
could look like getting involved in your community’s foster care system, or a 
local addiction rehab home, or your local prison, or an area food bank, or a 
local pregnancy care center. It could look like engaging in the homeless in 
your community. Look for them. Ask God to show you where they need help. 
Our own state also has many villages with similar needs that need believers to 
find appropriate ways to help minister. Nearly every community has a public 
school system with many ways you can volunteer and build relationships with 
oftentimes broken families.


There are likely other examples of engaging brokenness outside the camp 
that you could list, but these are just a sampling. The point is to help you 
look outside the normal areas you would look. Ask your pastor and other area 
ministry leaders for ideas. Most importantly, pray and ask God to show you 
the needs around you!
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Jesus commissions us toward the broken, to go outside the safety net of our 
comfortable camp and compel people to come to Jesus. You see, if we’re 
going to follow Jesus completely, we have to be about His mission of going 
outside the safety net of our comfort to compel people to eternal safety.


Real life lived Jesus’ way does not look like staying in our homes or even 
campgrounds or tents. We as Christ followers can become so comfortable in 
the safety nets of our comfortable homes and church buildings that we slowly 
miss the mission.


So think about your own safety net... the natural comfort zone amidst the 
wilderness around you. How might God be leading you to the hard work of 
pursuing the unseen out there in the wilderness?


Maybe we need to do a better job picturing what Christianity is supposed to 
look like to the world. It isn’t about fancy buildings and nice posh houses. 
There’s nothing wrong with physical blessing from God, but we must 
fundamentally be about going and engaging on Jesus’ mission outside the 
camp of our preferred safety or comfort.  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Discussion


1. Can you relate to a curious desire to get out and explore our world? Do 
you sense a similar desire to explore the mission of God? Why or why not?


2. Does this concept of Jesus pursuing broken people outside the camp seem 

new to you? What are some examples of Him doing this? What can we 
learn from this?


3. Why are we prone to stay in our comfort zones? What does this often look 
like as churches?


4. How do you see yourself getting stuck in your own comfort zone when it 
comes to Jesus’ mission?


5. What areas are God placing on your mind to better engage the unseen 
outside the camp of our preferred comfort?
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SESSION 4

BROKENNESS DEFINED


Various Scriptures

How Brokenness Affects Us All


Online Video - Filmed on Location in Soldotna, Alaska


We all are under the same doom, the same fate… the fate sin brings before a 
holy God. We are all broken, scarred from what we were created originally to 
be, marred from sin’s devastating affects. We end up groping around in 
darkness like people without eyes.


It is this seeming hopeless condition that we find ourselves in as 
mankind.


In the online video, Jennifer shares her life story of heartache and brokenness 
from sin. Sin complicates and makes a mess of our lives. Her story shows 
how other people’s sin against her further complicated her own 
understanding of life and sin. Shame and guilt build and we demand a 
solution, a solace from the pain and confusion.
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However, Jennifer’s story didn’t end in guilt, shame, confusion, and despair. 
God’s story broke through her pain and brokenness from sin, setting her free 
through her surrender to self and faith in Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection. 
She placed her faith solely in Jesus and He resurrected her out of her broken, 
swampy mess. All the muck and mire from sin’s brokenness washed off as 
she turned to the Savior.


Not only did God save her from her sin, but He also gave her a relentless 
passion to spread this amazing message of freedom in Jesus to all who are 
still broken and without hope.


God used her to start a Jesus-centered transitional living home for first 
women and then men. Freedom House provides a safe place for people 
suffering in their own brokenness (addiction, incarceration, etc.) to find hope 
in Jesus and begin a new life.


Our God and His incredible Good News shatters our brokenness and actually 
rebuilds it into something beautiful. Apart from Jesus we wander through the 
swamp of sin with no direction and no hope. As we share the hope of the 
Gospel with our world, realize that we are all utterly broken and in desperate 
need of Jesus. Ask Him to give you new eyes to see this despair in the people 
all around you. You might not initially see them as  trudging through a 
swamp of hopelessness. This is why we must see this world not through our 
own perspective, but through God’s viewpoint.


The Gospel is GOOD NEWS precisely because we are all broken and helplessly 
separated from our holy God due to our sin. Romans 3:10 and 3:23 are 
damning verses. Allow the glories of Romans 5:8, 6:23, and 8:1 to draw you 
to worship and motivation for the mission. The promise of cleansing and 
washing away of sin proclaimed in Titus 3:5 truly is the greatest news of all 
time. 


We must spread this joyous news to a broken world in desperate need of it… 

in desperate need of Him!  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Discussion


1. Do you think some struggle with the concept that we are all broken? Why 
do you think this is?


2. In the online video, which part of Jennifer’s story resonates with you? Why?


3. Sometimes we forget just how bad our sin is before a holy God. What can 
we do to keep this in proper perspective?


4. What causes you to lose sight of the beauty of the Gospel?


5. Ask God to break you over the beauty of your salvation in a way that 
propels you to proclaim His Good News of redemption to those He’s 
placed around you. Who is God bringing to mind to share His Good News 
with?


6. God used Jennifer to start a needed ministry in her town. Are there any 
needs and ideas for ministry that God is drawing you toward? 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SESSION 5

REBEL REPUTATION


Various Scriptures

How the Mission Incurs Judgment


Online Video - Filmed on Location in Soldotna, Alaska


Have you noticed how judgmental Christians can be? Even for some, seeing 
how people dress or the places people may go easily offend us and we 
immediately look down on them… whether Christian or not. 


We judge other Christians with different standards from our own, but that’s 
an entirely different subject and for another day. Regarding the mission of 
Jesus, this faulty thought process can affect us as well. We slip into a mindset 
that if we want to reach people, they should come to us... like an unbeliever 
is just going to just show up at our church buildings as the normative way of 
conversion. Well that’s not the way of Jesus. He modeled and also expects us 
to go to where the people are... not to judge them but to love them and show 

them we are regular people with an incredible God Who cares. We go and love 
them, speaking the truth of the Gospel out of that love. 
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This can happen in all sorts of places. From coffee shops, to grocery stores, 
to restaurants, pubs, to the side of the road, to front doors of houses, to 
homeless shelters, to jails, to food pantries, and yes to our churches. 
Remember, brokenness exists everywhere.


As we do this pursuing, just know that we will encounter some judgment 
from other Christians. It happened to Jesus. It will happen to you and me. 
Unfortunately some of this judgment comes from other Christians.


People who don’t follow Jesus may indeed look different, dress different, talk 
different, partake in entertainment and food/drink even different. But, they 
don’t follow Jesus and so why would we expect them to look like you or me? 
Furthermore, Jesus doesn’t ask us to look all exactly the same or for all to 
have the exact same standards on things. Somehow we take His teaching on 
holiness and unity and then judge even other Christians when they look 
different or believe a little different than you and me. Some might see others 
reaching out to a more “seedy” crowd and then judge them... they might even 
look down on them for their outreach as a compromise.


What the heck?

This kind of attitude and behavior is indeed of hell itself because it attributes 
the actual work of our Savior to evil.


Our Savior indeed experienced this same thing. Have you ever thought of 
Jesus’ ridicule like He was fired? Yeah... you heard right… Jesus was fired! 
What does that statement make you think of? As we’ve said, sometimes we 
find out that something we did offended someone. There is a mentality in 
churches that we are to never offend other people, believers particularly. 
While it is indeed true that Romans 14 instructs us on not offending a weaker 
believer, the context of that passage does not teach that all offending is 
wrong.


Think about Jesus’ ministry as He interacted with so many religious leaders in 
Jerusalem. He launched His public ministry in the country but took trips to 
the center of Jewish life in Jerusalem. During His time in this religious 
centerpiece, He shot it straight and taught God’s Word even when it 
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countered the normal religious practices of that day. Jesus confronted the 
religious leaders’ hypocrisy (Matthew 23:13, 15), their lack of genuine love for 
their fellow man (Matthew 23:23), their elevation of laws above love of God 
(John 12:43), even their adding additional laws (Luke 11:46), their refusal to 
accept God's messengers (Matthew 23:33-34), and their overall legalism 

(Matthew 23:24-28). The result of all this confrontational teaching? They 
rejected Jesus as a good teacher and certainly rejected Him as God and 
Messiah.


Ruffling Religious Feathers

Even the way Jesus ministered ruffled feathers with the religious crowd. Jesus 
reaches out to the Samaritan woman at the well and in doing so broke several 
cultural and religious expectations (John 4). Jesus goes to the fringe of society 
and heals and teaches them, and encounters a reputation that He is basically 
distracted from what the real mission of the Messiah would be. Jesus eats 
with despised tax collectors and those with the reputation of drunkenness, 
and gains the reputation of a sketchy rebel leader who associates with sinners 
(Matthew 11:19).


Thus, the Jewish leaders effectively fired Jesus. They fired Him as their 
Messiah. They fired Him as a teacher. They even essentially fired Him as a 
God-follower (if that were even possible) when they declared Him to be Satan 
(John 8:48). And in reality they never really fired Jesus; they never even 
“hired” Him (or accepted His position) in the first place.

These religious leaders in Jesus' day were striving, but He says that in their 
striving they were making their followers children of hell itself. Due to their 
asinine refusal to look at Jesus' point, they persisted in elevating their 
religious traditionalism and striving above what God Himself was saying. So, 
Jesus certainly offended and ruffled feathers, but in so doing, He did not 
flaunt liberties or ruffle feathers in an out of balance kind of way.


Flaunting Liberties is Wrong


This brings up some questions about how we potentially offend people today 
both with what we say/teach and by the way we live/associate with people. 
When Paul wrote Romans 14, he addressed the issue of flaunting liberties in 
front of new believers being saved from a delicate religious past. By a believer 
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intentionally flaunting a certain practice, these newly saved believers might be 
confused and integrate their past into their present faith. The result would be 
this new believer making lifestyle choices based not on faith, but on 
comparison and confusion. While Paul dealt with issues like eating meats 
offered to idols and observing religious holy days, our modern equivalent 
could be things like alcohol, entertainment choices, and general associations 
to name a few. Any flaunting of a supposed right in the face of those whose 
faith might be confused is wrong.


Confrontational Mission


Now, is flaunting what Jesus did by His confrontational teaching and 
challenging lifestyle and relationship associations? Of course not. Jesus’ 
teaching and associations were connected to His mission. After-all, isn’t that 
the reason we are here and redeemed on this earth… to be about God’s 
mission in the world? 


So what happens when a believer takes flak for his or her association with a 
sketchy crowd or even ministry? What happens when a believer incurs 
judgment for his or her confrontational teaching or actions? As followers of 
Jesus, we must guard against being so easily offended by our own comfort 
zone traditions (masked as discernment of course). By doing so, we can push 
away those that God is actually calling us to reach. By doing so, we can then 
miss the joy of serving and engaging in a broken world with true hope. By 
doing so, we can actually miss the entire point of our missional existence.


Pushing Forward the Mission of God & Taking Flak


In our own context in Alaska, we started an online ministry called Ascribe 
Glory. One of the reasons we did is to provide a place to ascribe glory to God 
through the written word and film, but a more specific niche we are 
passionate for is pushing forward the mission of God. Psalm 96 speaks of 
ascribing glory to our great God among the nations. To see God’s glory 
extend among the nations, we must be pushing into the dark recesses of this 
broken world with the glorious hope of Christ. It is that very theme that really 
is our greatest passion, and we especially long to inspire, equip, and 
challenge more believers and churches to better engage our broken world. As 
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anyone does this (whether through these videos, another ministry/church, or 
you as an individual), you will likely at some point ruffle some religious 
feathers. Basically, you will undoubtedly encounter judgment and opposition 
for doing the very thing God calls you/us to do.


So, don’t flaunt your liberties and lifestyle choices in a haphazard manner 
toward other believers, but at the same time don’t limit your engagement on 
the mission. It is this sweet spot that I believe God’s Word compels us 
toward. Jesus took flak, but it was this sweet spot of balance where He was 
deployed about the Father’s business. 


What or who is God compelling you toward that maybe makes you fearful of 
what others would think? Keep your eyes on Jesus and the glory due His 
name through a life growing in His likeness and His mission.

Part of that likeness will then be association with His ridicule and flak that 
comes from the outside but also unfortunately from the religious crowd.  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Discussion


1. Do you agree that we Christians struggle with being judgmental? Why do 
you think this is?


2. How did Jesus model a mission that aimed at people in need rather than 
pleasing other religious people? Where did His approval come from?


3. How can we be about the mission of Jesus while others might judge us for 
that involvement? How do we guard ourselves against becoming jaded 
when judgment does come?


4. How can we go about the mission of pursuing brokenness without 
compromise or unnecessary temptation with the sin of our own past?


5. Are you avoiding any people or even ministries that you fear will incur 
judgment upon yourself if you pursue them? Who might God be pressing 
you to pursue?
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6. At the close of this study, ask yourself where your approval really lies. Ask 
God to remind you of the glories of your own salvation and the dire plight 
of so many unseen souls groping in the darkness of sin. How might you 
better engage in His mission all for His glory?
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Thank You for Your Time,

All Glory Be to Our Great God

And May His Fame Spread!


- Derek , a sinner saved by grace


ascribeglory.com
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